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Recessions Are Good Times for Lean
L thi ki fi t f ll b d i th J• Lean thinking was first fully embraced in the Japanese 
financial crisis of 1950 and fully applied to supply bases 
after the oil shock and recession of 1973-75.

• The American auto firms only took lean seriously after 
the crisis of 1979-82.
A i fi i h i d i b d l• American firms in many other industries embraced lean 
in the general recession of 1991 and the aerospace 
recession of the early 1990s.y
(Healthcare will finally take lean seriously when a 
funding crisis – fueled by the boomers – threatens 
s r i al )survival.)
When faced with doing something hard (lean) or 
something harder (bankruptcy), many organizations will 
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(finally) chose the easier path!



A Great Question to Ask Now

• Will you use this recession to become a better, stronger 
leaner supplier?

Or

• Will you simply reduce headcounts, delay new 
li d d t tprograms, squeeze your suppliers, and de-content your 

goods and services (hoping your customers won’t 
notice.)

Historic note: Honda and Toyota have put every 
recession since 1973 to good use, emerging stronger 

ti & t dil i i titevery time & steadily gaining on competitors.

What does the lean path require you to do?
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Five Elements of a Lean Transformation
• Fulfillment, from order to delivery.

• Product and process development, concept to launch.

• Supply management, back to raw materials.

• Customer support, forward to the end customer through pp g
the product life/use cycle.

• Management, to determine your organization’s 
purpose, to install processes to achieve your purpose, 
and to align and engage your people in sustaining and 
continuously improving your processes.y p g y p

Lean management is the hardest element to implement 
& sustain but the most important.
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What Is the Work of Management ?g
• Determine your purpose, specifically what customer 

problems you will solveproblems you will solve.

• Create value-creating processes to solve customer 
problems.p

• Align and engage everyone touching the value-
creating processes to sustain and improve them.

Sum-up: Purpose, then process, then people, to 
eliminate muda, mura, and muri.
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Managers Today Have a
Fundamental Choice:

• Modern managementModern management
(The Conference Room School of Management)

versus

• Lean managementg
(The Gemba School of Management)

Let’s perform a side by side comparison ofLet’s perform a side-by-side comparison of 
the principles of these schools. 
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Modern vs. Lean Management

• Strong focus on the vertical functionsStrong focus on the vertical functions 
& departments in the organization as 
mechanisms of optimization & control.mechanisms of optimization & control.

• Strong focus on the horizontal flow of 
value across many organizations fromvalue across many organizations, from 
raw materials to the end customer.
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Clear grants of managerial authority by 

leaders of organizational units (verticalleaders of organizational units (vertical 
delegation).

Cl t f i l ibilit• Clear grants of managerial responsibility
from managers at the next higher level, 

ti l l t l f ti lparticularly to solve cross-functional, 
horizontal problems in vertical 

i ti b d ti l th itorganizations based on vertical authority.
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Line managers judged on end-of-the-

period results for their span of controlperiod results for their span of control, 
increasingly financial.

• Line managers judged on the state of 
their process, with rapid feedback p p
loops with next-level management.

“If the process is right the results will be“If the process is right the results will be 
right.”
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Planning and direction from the top down:

“Make your plan and/or explain the variances.”

• Planning & direction in circular feed-back 
loops, with bosses asking questions:
“What do you think our problem is?” 
“What do you think the potential solutions y p
(countermeasures) are?” 
“What countermeasure do you think we should select?” 
“Wh t d h t h h t t t th“Who must do what when where to test the  
countermeasures?”
“Planning is invaluable; plans rapidly become worthless.”
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Conviction from the top that a good plan, 

once properly implemented producesonce properly implemented, produces 
the desired results.

• Conviction that all plans are experiments 
and can only be evaluated through the 
scientific method in the form of PDCA.
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Modern vs. Lean ManagementModern vs. Lean Management

• Generalist mangers, rotated frequentlyGeneralist mangers, rotated frequently 
with weak process knowledge.

Li t d d i t• Line mangers on extended assignments, 
with deep process knowledge.
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Managers developed through formal 

education often ex-company (e geducation, often ex-company (e.g., 
management schools, consulting firms).

• Managers developed through in-company 
gemba learning through repetitive A3 
analysis.
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Modern vs. Lean Managementg
• Decisions made far from the point of 

value creation, by analyzing data.

• Decisions made at the point of value• Decisions made at the point of value 
creation, by converting data into facts 
(“Go see ask why show respect”)( Go see, ask why, show respect ).
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Problem solving and improvement 

conducted by staffs often throughconducted by staffs, often through 
programs.

• Problem solving and improvement 
conducted by line managers responsible 
for cross-function teams, with staffs 
reserved for unique technical problems.
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Standardization of activities conducted 

by staffs often with little gembaby staffs, often with little gemba 
interaction and little auditing.

• Standardization of activities conducted 
by line managers in collaboration with y g
work teams, with frequent auditing.
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Suppliers chosen on market criteria and 

managed by arms-length metrics throughmanaged by arms-length metrics through 
contracts.

• Suppliers chosen on long-term alignment 
of interests and managed through 
continuous supplier/customer 
development of shared value-creating 
processes.
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Customers identified by market criteria 

and managed on a short-termand managed on a short-term, 
transaction basis.

• Customers identified by categories of 
problem to solve and managed in long-
term, problem-solving collaborations.
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• “Go fast” as a general mandate:

“Jump to solutions” (with the consequence of p ( q
going slow through the complete cycle of 
product & process development, launch & 
fulfillment )fulfillment.)

• “Go slow” as a general mandate:
“Start with the problem” and pursue many 
potential counter-measures in parallel (with 
hi h & i h b i ihigher costs & more time at the beginning, 
followed by lower costs, less time & happier 
customers at the end )
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Modern vs. Lean Management
• Strong emphasis on the vertical flow of 

authority looking upward toward the CEOauthority, looking upward toward the CEO.
Performance usually evaluated at single points.

• Strong emphasis on the horizontal flow of 
value, looking toward customers., g

Performance evaluated in terms of optimizing the 
whole process (all of the points)whole process (all of the points).

Control reconciled with flexibility!
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Methods of Lean Management
• If organizations wish to pursue lean 

management, what are the methods to g ,
employ at what levels?

Strategy deployment to align andStrategy deployment – to align and 
engage employees on the few critical 
issues the work of top managementissues – the work of top management.

Note: The transition from modern to lean 
management might be an initial objective 
identified by strategy deployment!
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Methods of Lean Management
A3 analysis – to deploy top-level 
mandates, solve daily problems withmandates, solve daily problems with 
processes as they arise, and evaluate 
proposals from lower levels of theproposals from lower levels of the 
organization – the work of mid-level 
management.management.
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A3 Analysis
• A process with a number of steps, in the 

form of questions:q
What is the background condition?
What is the specific business problem?What is the specific business problem?
What is the root cause? (Hint: It lies 
somewhere in the value creating process.)g p )
What are the potential countermeasures?
What is the best countermeasure for testing?What is the best countermeasure for testing?
Who will do what when where to test it?
What evidence will indicate success?
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What evidence will indicate success?
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The Dual Nature of A3 Analysis
• While the pupil solves a problem the boss 

also creates a new lean manager!also creates a new lean manager!
• Lean management education is almost 

entirely learning by doing under theentirely learning by doing under the 
supervision of someone at a higher level 
with more experience whose mostwith more experience whose most 
important job responsibility is to create 
the next generation of lean managersthe next generation of lean managers.
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Methods of Lean Management

Standard management of standardStandard management of standard 
work with continuous kaizen – to 
stabilize the organization and permitstabilize the organization and permit 
improvement – the work of front-line 
management.a age e t
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Special Challenge for 
Operational Management
• To design, implement, sustain and 

improve a lean process to achieve 
every organizational purpose.

Operating system design so theOperating system design, so the 
process is right from Job 1.

Continuous improvement of the lean 
process once implemented. 
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What’s A Process?
• A value stream by another name.

• A series of steps (actions) which must be 
performed properly in the proper p p p y p p
sequence at the proper time to create 
value for some customer.
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Types of Processes
• Primary:

Development of products with processes.

Fulfillment from order to deliveryFulfillment, from order to delivery.

Support, through the product/customer 
use cycle.

• Support: Hiring training counting• Support: Hiring, training, counting, 
purchasing, etc.
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What’s a Lean Process
• Value is properly specified from the 

perspective of the customer.perspective of the customer.

Otherwise everything is muda!
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What’s a Lean Process?
• Every step in the process is:

Valuable Henry Ford & Taiichi OhnoValuable – Henry Ford & Taiichi Ohno

Capable – Dr. Deming and 6 Sigma

Available – Total Productive Maintenance

N t C bilit il bilit t bilitNote: Capability x availability = stability 
(foundational)

Adequate – Theory of Constraints & TPS

Flexible Toyota Production System
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What’s a Lean Process?
• The steps are connected and 

coordinated by:coordinated by:

Continuous flow wherever possible - TPS

Pull (not push) when flow is not possible 
– TPSTPS

Leveling, to smooth demand from a 
i l k i t TPSsingle pacemaker point - TPS
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What’s a Lean Process?
• To eliminate:

Muda (waste)

Mura (unnecessary variation)Mura (unnecessary variation)

Muri (overburden on people and 
technologies)

Note: Mura causes muri and bothNote: Mura causes muri and both 
create muda!
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The Power of Mapping
• Any process in any organization in any 

industry can be mapped on a single y pp g
page to make it’s current performance 
visible to everyone.y

• Requires the participation of everyone 
touching the process led by atouching the process, led by a 
responsible person.

• Can’t be done in the conference room;• Can t be done in the conference room; 
data must be turned into facts.
“G k h h t ”
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Widget Current-State Value Stream
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Insurance Claim Current-State VSMInsurance Claim Current State VSM

BeneficiaryFuneral Home

Compile
Folder
with
Docs

Receiving:
Open &

Array Docs

Verify
Claim

Calculate
Amount &
Address

Print,
Stuff &

Mail
Check

FIFO FIFO FIFOFIFO

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Adequate?

2 Min 5 Min 10 Min 1 Min 1 Min

q q q q q

7 Days7 Days7 Days7 Days

q q q q

28 Days

19 Min

9

1
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The Power of Envisioning
• Any process can be substantially 

improved by envisioning a future stateimproved by envisioning a future state 
that is leaner.

• This map must be embedded in an A3!

• Mapping without a responsible person• Mapping without a responsible person 
to manufacture the authority for 
implementation and an A3 to guide theimplementation and an A3 to guide the 
scientific, Plan-Do-Check-Act process
leads to muda!
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Widget Future-State Value Stream
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Insurance Claim Future-State VSM
BeneficiaryFuneral Home

Receiving:
Open &

Array Docs

Print,
Stuff &

Mail
Check

FIFO FIFOThree person team:
Doc verification,

claim verification &
check authorization

OXOX

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Ad t ?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Ad t ?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Ad t ?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Ad t ?

Valuable?

Capable?

Available?

Ad t ?Adequate? Adequate? Adequate?

4 Hours

Adequate? Adequate?

4 Hours5 8.3 Hours
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Sample A3
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